
NBIS Driver Insights

Maximize efficiency, reduce costs,  
and increase profits with telematics 
NBIS Driver Insights, powered by Octo, is one of the most dominant 
telematics solutions on the market today. It’s now available to NBIS 
policyholders at a discounted cost. 

Implementing a telematics solution improves the efficiency and 
productivity of your fleet. It also helps your company reduce 
its overall fuel consumption, improve driver safety, and limit 
unauthorized asset utilization by leveraging location and driver 
behavior data. Telematics also help you:

•   Know where your vehicles are at all times, from anywhere
•   Serve customers better with accurate and intelligent logistics
•   Improve driver safety and prevent accidents using contextual  

driving behavior data

Three reasons to implement NBIS Driver Insights:

A powerful, intuitive fleet-managment dashboard
NBIS Driver Insights’ interactive fleet-management console provides  
vehicle and driver behavior data at the individual, fleet segment, 
or entire fleet level. The console helps locate vehicles, monitor 
performance, and support drivers using real-time location, usage,  
and vehicle health data. The fleet-management console also helps:

•   Manage vehicles, costs, and maintenance
•   Improve driver behavior
•   Provide roadside, emergency, and crash support to drivers

REDUCE RISK IMPROVE FLEET MANAGEMENT REDUCE FLEET TOC 

Reduce driving risk through tailored 
feedback based on actual driving behavior 
while also curbing unauthorized asset 
utilization through location monitoring, 
geofences, and curfews.

The benefits of telematics are no longer theoretical – they’re now tried and true and part of the NBIS bundle of risk management 
services. For more information on systems and the NBIS Driver Insights Program, visit NBIS.com or call 1.877.860.RMSS (7677).

Improve fleet efficiency and effectiveness 
with better visibility into where your 
vehicles are, how they are being used, and 
who is driving them. 

Drive down the total cost of ownership  
for your fleets with detailed asset and trend 
reporting, resulting in lower fuel usage, 
fewer accidents, and better maintenance.

A Proven Telematics Solution for NBIS policyholders


